CONVERTIBLE STRINGING BLOCKS

Model 5716-1

SPECIFICATIONS
Stringing block for single conductor
Aluminum alloy sheave and frame
Standard 'B' socket suspension
Rugged, lightweight construction
Assembled weight 12 kg (26.5 lbs)

SHEAVE DIMENSIONS
Outside diameter 406 mm (16")
Groove diameter 346 mm (13.6")
Groove radius (lined) 15 mm (.60")

SHEAVE OPTIONS
Abrasion resistant urethane linings

Model 5716-3

SPECIFICATIONS
Stringing block for three conductors
Aluminum alloy frame and sheaves
Special 'B' socket suspension
Converts easily into two single blocks
Rated working load 3200 kg (7055 lbs)
Assembled weight 32 kg (70.5 lbs)

TENSION STRINGING EQUIPMENT & ACCESSORIES CATALOGUE

At Timberland, engineering is a process of continuous improvement therefore, specifications are subject to change without notice.